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Abstract: Fine-scale agricultural statistics are an important tool for understanding trends in food production and their associated drivers, yet these data are rarely collected in smallholder systems. These statistics are particularly important for smallholder systems given the large amount of fine-scale heterogeneity in production that occurs in these regions. To overcome the lack of ground data, satellite data are often used to map fine-scale agricultural statistics. However, doing so is challenging for smallholder systems because of (1) complex sub-pixel heterogeneity; (2) little to no available calibration data; and (3) high amounts of cloud cover as most smallholder systems occur in the tropics. We develop an automated method termed the MODIS Scaling Approach (MSA) to map smallholder cropped area across large spatial and temporal scales using MODIS Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) satellite data. We use this method to map winter cropped area, a key measure of cropping intensity, across the Indian subcontinent annually from 2000–2001 to 2015–2016. The MSA defines a pixel as cropped based on winter growing season phenology and scales the percent of cropped area within a single MODIS pixel based on observed EVI values at peak phenology. We validated the result with eleven high-resolution scenes (spatial scale of 5 × 5 m² or finer) that we classified into cropped versus non-cropped maps using training data collected by visual inspection of the high-resolution imagery. The MSA had moderate to high accuracies when validated using these eleven scenes across India (R² ranging between 0.19 and 0.89 with an overall R² of 0.71 across all sites). This method requires no calibration data, making it easy to implement across large spatial and temporal scales, with 100% spatial coverage due to the compositing of EVI to generate cloud-free data sets. The accuracies found in this study are similar to those of other studies that map crop production using automated methods and use no calibration data. To aid research on agricultural production at fine spatial scales in India, we make our annual winter crop maps from 2000–2001 to 2015–2016 at 1 × 1 km² produced in this study publically available through the NASA Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center (SEDAC) hosted by the Center for International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN) at Columbia University. We also make our R script available since it is likely that this method can be used to map smallholder agriculture in other regions across the globe given that our method performed well in disparate agro-ecologies across India.
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1. Introduction

Long-term agricultural statistics are a valuable resource for understanding trends in food production and the factors that are associated with changes in production through time [1–3]. These types of analyses are critical for researchers and policy-makers to understand the factors limiting production and possible solutions to meet growing food demand over the coming decades [4]. Agricultural statistics exist for most countries, through government or FAO censuses, however, these data are typically coarse in resolution (e.g., state, national), particularly in the developing world [5]. While coarse-scale data can give a general understanding of production trends and the factors associated with changes in production through time, access to higher resolution data may help elucidate patterns of production that are important, but only visible at finer spatial scales, such as those caused by fine-scale differences in management or biophysical factors. Furthermore, finer spatial scale agricultural statistics can identify regions that currently face low production and need to be targeted with interventions to enhance food security over the coming decades.

Historically, researchers and practitioners have relied on remote sensing of satellite imagery to produce fine-scale agricultural statistics in regions where these statistics otherwise would not exist (e.g., [6,7]). Previous studies have successfully mapped both cropped area and yield, the two factors that contribute to overall production. However, most of the existing literature that has successfully mapped agricultural production across large scales has done so in regions with relatively large farm sizes that better match the spatial resolution of freely-available, long-term imagery such as, Landsat and MODIS than do farms in small-scale systems [8,9]. Less work has been done to develop similar methods and approaches that can accurately map agricultural production for smallholder fields (<2 ha), which is the main mode of production for most of the developing world [10]. There are three main challenges when using satellite imagery to map smallholder production across large spatial and temporal scales. First, the size of smallholder fields is typically smaller than the spatial resolution of freely-available satellite products, resulting in inaccurate production estimates due to mixed pixels [11]. Furthermore, little ground data exist in these regions to develop and calibrate models that translate satellite vegetation indices to measures of agricultural production [12,13]. Finally, many smallholder farms are located throughout the tropics where cloud cover can make it difficult to obtain satellite imagery during periods of peak crop growth [14].

Previous studies have mapped cropped area by identifying MODIS pixels that exhibit a hump-shaped phenology during the agricultural growing season of interest (e.g., [15,16]). Yet simply defining these pixels as cropped versus non-cropped results in significant over-prediction of cropped area for smallholder farms because some fields within each 250 × 250 m² pixel may be uncropped [11]. To account for sub-pixel heterogeneity, our previous work developed an approach that uses moderate-resolution (30 × 30 m²) Landsat satellite data to quantify the percent that each 250 × 250 m² MODIS pixel is cropped. More specifically, peak EVI values from MODIS satellite imagery were scaled between 0% and 100% cropped by identifying appropriate 0% and 100% end-member pixels using classified Landsat satellite imagery. While this method has been shown to accurately estimate smallholder cropped area ($R^2 > 0.75$ at scales of 1 × 1 km² and greater; [11]), it is difficult to automate this approach and apply it across large spatio-temporal scales because it requires (1) that Landsat satellite data are available in all years and regions of interest, which does not occur due to cloud cover (Figure S1); and (2) ground data to train and classify a Landsat satellite image, which often do not exist in smallholder systems [13]. To overcome these challenges, we develop a new automated approach, termed the MODIS Scaling Approach (MSA), that is theoretically similar, but does not require any satellite or ground data for calibration.

In this study, we use the MSA and MODIS EVI satellite data to map the winter cropped area of smallholder farms across India from 2000–2001 to 2015–2016. This method overcomes the three challenges described above by (1) accounting for sub-pixel heterogeneity; (2) being fully automated and not requiring any calibration data for training of our model; and (3) using MODIS satellite data which has few problems with missing data even in the tropics. This method builds on previous approaches
that have been used to map cropped areas in smallholder systems [11,15] by accounting for sub-pixel heterogeneity and not requiring any training data, which allows us to apply the method across large spatial and temporal scales. We focus on mapping cropped area (rather than crop yield) because methods to derive cropped area are less sensitive to crop type, allowing us to develop nation-wide maps across regions that plant different crops. Furthermore, cropped area is an important measure of agricultural production [17]. We validate our cropped area estimates with estimates of cropped area defined using high-resolution satellite imagery in eleven sites across India. Given that farming systems across India are diverse in terms of crop type, climate, soil type, and topography [18], if our method is able to accurately map cropped area across all of India, it will likely be able to accurately map cropped areas in other smallholder systems more generally.

2. Study Area

We focus on India because it is one of the largest global agricultural producers where the primary mode of production is smallholder agriculture [19]. Furthermore, high-resolution datasets on cropped area would be beneficial, given that India is expected to experience some of the greatest threats to food security over the coming decades [20,21]. Agriculture is a primary livelihood for over 70% of India’s rural population [22] with a large diversity in crop management across small spatial scales [23], necessitating higher-resolution statistics on cropped area than what is already available from census statistics. Our study is conducted across all states in India, excluding states in the northeast (Figure 1). We did not include Northeast India in our analysis as it was difficult to find cloud-free, high-resolution imagery for validation, and this region is significantly different in topography, soil type, and climate compared to the other areas in India for which we have validation data [18]. We conducted our analyses across forty-two agro-ecological subregions in India, which were defined as areas with similar soil, bioclimatic type, and physiographic context [18]. We specifically focused on the winter (rabi) cropping season for all analyses. The winter season is the second largest agricultural growing season across India, has less cloud cover compared to the main monsoon growing season, making it more feasible to use satellite data to map cropped area, is one of the main contributors to intensification through the Green Revolution, and likely has higher variability in cropped area through time than the monsoon season when farms are less water-limited.

![Figure 1](image_url)

**Figure 1.** Study region is highlighted with the peak Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) from MODIS satellite data during the winter season growing season (1 October to 31 March) of 2001–2002. White represents pixels that did not exhibit a hump-shaped phenology and dark green represents high peak EVI values for pixels that exhibited a hump-shaped phenology after spline-smoothing the EVI time series. The northeastern states that were not considered in our study are highlighted in gray.
3. Data and Methods

3.1. Data

To implement MSA, we downloaded 16-day composited, 250 × 250 m² resolution, mosaicked MODIS Terra imagery for all of India from June 2000 to May 2016 from the IRI/LDEO Climate Data Library (http://www.climatedatalibrary.cl/). These data are LandDAAC MODIS version 5 EVI products compiled originally from the United States Geological Survey (USGS). We preferred the use of EVI over NDVI because it more effectively corrects for atmospheric contamination. Following the methods developed in [11], we used a cubic smoothing spline function on our EVI phenology data to remove any high-frequency noise. We then identified agricultural pixels by examining EVI phenology during the full winter growing season, from 1 October to 31 March [24,25] and defined a pixel as cropped if there was both an inflection point indicating green up after sowing as well as a period of peak greenness within the growing season window (Figure 2). We selected our time window based on crop calendars for the major winter crops in India and by examining MODIS EVI phenologies (Table S1, [26]). It is possible that some crops in some states (e.g., gram in Maharashtra, mustard in Rajasthan) were planted slightly earlier (in September) than our window so our algorithm may have missed some area planted under these specific region and crop combinations (up to 15% of area in Maharashtra and up to 37% of area in Rajasthan according to Indian district census statistics, [26]). Our method captures only annual crops planted during the winter (rabi) season and does not capture perennial crops or crops that were planted during the monsoon season and continue to grow throughout the winter season. Since there is little to no rainfall in the winter season to facilitate the growth of natural vegetation, we assumed that all pixels that exhibited green up and a peak in EVI represented cropped pixels.

![Figure 2](image.png)

**Figure 2.** Example splined MODIS EVI phenology from Punjab, exhibiting characteristics of a cropped pixel as defined using MSA. Cropped pixels exhibit an increase in EVI representing green up after sowing (point 1) as well as a peak in EVI towards the end of the growing season due to crop senescence and harvest (point 2).

3.2. Method

To conduct our scaling analysis, we identified appropriate 0% and 100% end-member pixels by assuming that the highest EVI value in a given agro-ecological subregion [18] represented a pixel that was 100% cropped and the lowest EVI value in a region represented a pixel that was 0% cropped; we only considered pixels that exhibited a hump-shaped phenology in EVI during the winter growing season (1 October to 31 March) for this selection of end-member values (Figure 2) to restrict this selection process to only cropped pixels. We base our end-member selection method on knowledge of vegetation growth in this region and on previous studies that have shown (1) bare soil typically has the lowest EVI values in an agricultural phenology, and (2) peak EVI values represent the maximum
growth stage for crop cover [24,25,27]. In addition, our previous work that calibrated MODIS peak EVI based on the percent that the pixel was cropped according to classified Landsat satellite data showed that 0% cropped pixels were those with the lowest EVI and 100% cropped pixels were those with the largest peak EVI values within a given region [11]. Furthermore, we assume that differences in peak EVI values across pixels within an agro-ecological sub-region are primarily driven by cropped area as opposed to other factors, such as yield or crop type, that likely also influence peak EVI [11].

When we examine the relative contribution of cropped area versus yield to peak MODIS EVI in Bihar where we have high-resolution (2 × 2 m²) yield maps produced using micro-satellite data [12], we find that cropped area explains approximately 80% of the variation in peak MODIS EVI. Though we were unable to do a similar analysis comparing the percent of variation in peak MODIS EVI explained by cropped area versus crop type due to a lack of data, we believe this assumption is valid for two reasons. First, our previous work has shown that peak MODIS EVI is highly correlated with cropped area (R² > 0.70), even in regions like Gujarat, where crop type is heterogeneous [11]. Second, previous studies that have used MODIS EVI to map crop type have found it difficult to classify crop type using peak EVI alone and instead rely on differences in EVI phenologies (e.g., [24,25]). To reduce the chance of selecting erroneously high and low EVI values, which may occur due to cloud contamination or other remaining high-frequency noise in our dataset, we selected the EVI values that were the 90% largest EVI value and the 10% smallest EVI value in a given region. We then linearly scaled all peak EVI values for each pixel between these end-member minimum and maximum EVI values. We calculated new scaling relationships for each individual year in our study to account for inter-annual variability in yield that may lead to differences in EVI values and for each agro-ecological sub-region to account for differences in crop type, climate, soil type, and topography, which may influence EVI [18,28,29].

3.3. High-Resolution Imagery Validation

We validated our cropped area estimates using single-date high-resolution Quickbird, WorldView-2, and RapidEye imagery across eleven different agricultural regions in India that represent a wide range in crop type, irrigation access, integration with market, and soil type (Figure S2; [18,30,31]). If our algorithm accurately quantifies the cropped area in these disparate regions, it is likely an accurate way to map cropped area across all of India. To obtain cropped area estimates from high-resolution imagery, we selected 50 cropped and 50 uncropped pixels based on visual inspection in each image and extracted the NDVI value for each of these points. We then used a regression tree to identify the NDVI value that differentiated cropped versus uncropped pixels, and classified the remainder of the image using this threshold value in a decision tree. We conducted validation at 1 × 1 km², which previous work has shown to be the finest resolution for which MODIS data can be used to accurately map smallholder percent cropped area [11]. We aggregated the MODIS imagery to 1 × 1 km² by calculating the mean percent cropped area value across 16 MODIS pixels (4 pixels horizontally × 4 pixels vertically). We aggregated the high-resolution imagery to match the resolution of the resampled MODIS 1 × 1 km² imagery and calculated the proportion that each of the pixels was cropped according to the high-resolution imagery. We then selected 500 cropped pixels (1 × 1 km²) at random and compared cropped area estimates from our MSA product and high-resolution imagery [15]. To avoid inconsistencies between different radiometric calibrations for the high-resolution sensors used for validation, all derivations of thresholds for cropped versus non-cropped pixels were done within each individual scene. All imagery was fine-scale enough in spatial resolution that they were able to map cropped area of individual fields (i.e., there was little to no sub-pixel heterogeneity). We validated our cropped area product with high-resolution cropped area maps using R² and RMSE. All analyses were conducted in R Project software (Vienna, Austria) using the raster, rgdal, rpart, and sp packages.
3.4. Additional Comparisons

In addition to the high-resolution imagery validation described above (Section 3.3), we conducted three additional comparisons of our MSA product. First, we compared cropped area estimates produced using our MSA approach to estimates of cropped area using existing automated approaches [15,16]. Since previous methods classify a MODIS pixel as cropped or non-cropped based on whether it exhibits a peak in EVI phenology (Figure 2), we created a similar dataset for each of the eleven regions for which we have validation data. To do this, we classified any pixel within our MSA product that exhibited cropped area greater than 0% as 100% cropped. This is because, unlike the MSA, these alternate methods do not scale peak EVI values between 0% and 100% cropped and, instead, assume that all pixels that exhibit a peak are 100% cropped. We then conducted validation using high-resolution imagery as described in Section 3.3 and compared the high-resolution validation results between this product and our MSA product.

Second, we were interested in examining how our MSA cropped area estimates compared to existing census statistics on cropped area provided by the Indian government at the district scale from 2000–2001 to 2011–2012. We do not use the census data as validation data because the quality of the census data is unclear, as exhibited by many missing or repeat values in cropped area across the 12 years considered in our study.

Third, to assess how well our remote sensing product can be used for applied analyses, we examined whether our remote sensing product produces similar results in regression analyses compared to typically-used district census statistics. Specifically we examined the association between total winter irrigated area and winter cropped area from 2000–2001 to 2012–2013 using both cropped area measures from district-level census statistics and our MSA product aggregated to the district scale. We hypothesize that increased winter irrigation would result in increased winter cropped area due to increased water availability for crops. Irrigation data are provided by the Indian Ministry of Agriculture’s annual Land Use Statistics available at the district scale [32].

4. Results

4.1. High-Resolution Imagery Validation

We validated our cropped area product using high-resolution satellite imagery in eleven different locations across India (Figure S2). The accuracy of our product varied based on location with \( R^2 \) values ranging from 0.19 to 0.89 with an overall \( R^2 \) of 0.71. RMSE ranged from 7.75 to 34.38 across sites with an overall RMSE of 18.47 (Table 1; Figure S3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Image Date</th>
<th>Satellite</th>
<th>MSA ( R^2 )</th>
<th>MSA RMSE</th>
<th>Phenology Match</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rajasthan</td>
<td>1-12-16</td>
<td>RapidEye</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>10.13</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punjab</td>
<td>1-31-11</td>
<td>WorldView-2</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttar Pradesh 1</td>
<td>2-17-15</td>
<td>RapidEye</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>14.33</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttar Pradesh 2</td>
<td>2-15-15</td>
<td>RapidEye</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>13.18</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bihar</td>
<td>2-11-16</td>
<td>SkySat</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>22.14</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haryana</td>
<td>1-16-15</td>
<td>RapidEye</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>21.04</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andhra Pradesh</td>
<td>2-25-15</td>
<td>RapidEye</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>34.38</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karnataka</td>
<td>2-18-15</td>
<td>RapidEye</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>33.21</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gujarat</td>
<td>1-18-10</td>
<td>WorldView-2</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>21.53</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maharashtra</td>
<td>2-17-15</td>
<td>RapidEye</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>30.02</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Bengal</td>
<td>1-12-08</td>
<td>Quickbird</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>27.87</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All 11 Sites</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>18.47</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sites with Phenology Match</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>16.29</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There are several reasons for this variation in accuracy based on location. First, in some regions (e.g., Southern and Eastern India), the MSA did not detect crop cover even though cropped area was visible in high-resolution imagery (e.g., Figure 3D,H; Table S2). One reason for this discrepancy is due to the timing of the MODIS EVI phenology that is associated with these pixels. For example, when examining the MODIS EVI phenology in pixels that appear to be cropped in high-resolution imagery in West Bengal, it appears as if the crop is planted earlier than the window defined as the winter growing season in our study (1 October to 31 March, Table S1), resulting in these pixels not being classified as cropped using the MSA (Figure 4B). It is likely that these fields are cropped with late monsoon or year-long crops, like horsegram or blackgram lentils, which continue to grow throughout the winter season, though they are planted during the previous monsoon season [26], and so are not defined as a winter crop in our method. In fact, the lowest $R^2$ values occur in regions where the phenology used by the MSA does not match the phenology of crops seen in higher-resolution imagery (Table S1). When we restrict validation to only regions where phenology matched, we find individual regional $R^2$ range between 0.45 and 0.89, and an overall $R^2$ across all sites of 0.75. RMSE also decreases and ranges from 7.75 to 22.14 with an overall RMSE across all sites of 16.29. To examine the extent to which mismatches in phenology may be an issue with our MSA dataset, we used census statistics to calculate the percent of cropped area that is under all pulses and find that pulses comprise approximately 5% of winter cropped area across all districts and years [33]. A second reason for the discrepancy between high-resolution imagery and our MSA product is because our algorithm was unable to detect a peak in EVI phenology for pixels that are sparsely cropped, such as those sometimes found in regions like Bihar (Figure 4C). This outcome suggests that our MSA method may underestimate cropped area in regions with sparsely-cropped fields.

**Figure 3.** Cropped area as shown using high-resolution imagery (A–D) and cropped area estimates produced using the MSA (E–H) for Punjab (A,E), Rajasthan (B,F), Gujarat (C,G), and West Bengal (D,H). We selected these four sites to represent the range of validation accuracies from high (Punjab and Rajasthan), moderate (Gujarat), to low (West Bengal) $R^2$ values. We find that overall cropped area patterns produced using the MSA match those seen in the high-resolution imagery, except for in the case of West Bengal. This lack of agreement is likely because the crops seen in the high-resolution imagery (D) were planted during the monsoon season, which occurs before the growing season window used by the MSA (H).
When we restrict validation to those states where we are confident that the phenology used in the MSA product is better able to capture likely relationships between irrigation and cropped area compared to existing automated approaches that map cropped area using MODIS satellite data, we find that accuracies across eight of our eleven high-resolution validation sites significantly decrease compared to our MSA validation results (Table S3). Validation values range between an $R^2$ of 0.10 and 0.64 and an overall $R^2$ of 0.44. RMSE values range from 19.41 to 40.40 with an overall RMSE of 30.08. This suggests that our MSA method is better able to capture sub-pixel heterogeneity resulting in higher accuracies compared to existing automated approaches that map cropped areas using MODIS satellite data. Overall, $R^2$ between our MSA product and census statistics across all states and years is 0.48. However, when we restrict validation to those states where we are confident that the phenology used in the MSA matches what is defined as winter crop in the census based on our high-resolution analysis (Table 1), overall $R^2$ increases to 0.64.

Considering our regression analyses, we find that we are unable to detect a significant effect of increased irrigation on cropped area using census measures of cropped area, however, we are able to detect a significant effect of increased winter irrigation on winter cropped area using our MSA product for the districts considered in this study (Figure 1). This result suggests that our remote sensing product is better able to capture likely relationships between irrigation and cropped area compared to existing automated approaches.

### 4.2. Additional Comparisons

When conducting high-resolution imagery validation for existing automated approaches to map cropped area using MODIS data, we find that accuracies across eight of our eleven high-resolution validation sites significantly decrease compared to our MSA validation results (Table S3). Validation values range between an $R^2$ of 0.10 and 0.64 and an overall $R^2$ of 0.44. RMSE values range from 19.41 to 40.40 with an overall RMSE of 30.08. This suggests that our MSA method is better able to capture sub-pixel heterogeneity resulting in higher accuracies compared to existing automated approaches that map cropped areas using MODIS satellite data.

We also examined the correlation between our MSA product and census statistics at the district scale using cropped area statistics provided by the Indian government from 2000–2001 to 2011–2012 [33]. Overall, $R^2$ between our MSA product and census statistics across all states and years is 0.48. However, when we restrict validation to those states where we are confident that the phenology used in the MSA matches what is defined as winter crop in the census based on our high-resolution analysis (Table 1), overall $R^2$ increases to 0.64.

Considering our regression analyses, we find that we are unable to detect a significant effect of increased irrigation on cropped area using census measures of cropped area, however, we are able to detect a significant effect of increased winter irrigation on winter cropped area using our MSA product for the districts considered in this study (Figure 1). This result suggests that our remote sensing product is better able to capture likely relationships between irrigation and cropped area compared to existing automated approaches.
to existing census statistics and our MSA product has the added benefit of producing data at a much higher spatial resolution of $1 \times 1 \text{ km}^2$ (Figure 5).

![Figure 5. Cropped area map for 2000–2001 using our MSA derived product at a $1 \times 1 \text{ km}^2$ resolution. Non-cropped areas are highlighted in white and 100% cropped pixels are highlighted in dark green. States that were not considered in our study are shaded in gray.](image)

5. Discussion

We developed a new, automated method of mapping smallholder cropped area using MODIS satellite imagery that builds on previous approaches [11,15]. Our MSA method overcomes the three main challenges of mapping smallholder agriculture across large spatio-temporal scales because it: (1) accounts for sub-pixel heterogeneity by scaling the amount that a MODIS pixel is cropped between 0% and 100%; (2) is fully automated and does not require any data for calibration; and (3) can be used even in regions with high cloud cover due to the high overpass frequency of MODIS satellite imagery. Our method builds on existing approaches by accounting for sub-pixel heterogeneity typically associated with smallholder systems and requires no training data to translate peak EVI values to the percent that a pixel is cropped. When validated using high-resolution satellite imagery, this method results in $R^2$ values that range between 0.19 and 0.89, and an overall $R^2$ of 0.71 at a $1 \times 1 \text{ km}^2$ scale. Compared to existing census statistics, our product has the added benefit of producing high-resolution cropped area estimates that allow one to understand the factors influencing crop production at the sub-district scale (Figure 5).

The accuracies achieved in this study are similar to those found in other studies that use automated approaches to map crop production and do not use any calibration data [34–36]. Though our previous work found that accuracies can likely improve when using classified Landsat satellite data for calibration [11], it is not feasible to use this calibration method across large spatial and temporal scales in an automated way because the Landsat satellite data needed for calibration are not available in every region and in every year due to issues with cloud cover (Figure S1). Furthermore, classifying Landsat data into cropped versus non-cropped pixels requires ground data or visual inspection of high-resolution imagery which are often difficult to obtain across large spatio-temporal scales in smallholder systems [13]. This outcome suggests that depending on the scale of the study and
the availability of calibration data, it may be worth using Landsat satellite data for calibration, as opposed to using the automated methods developed in this study. Despite the reduction in accuracy, however, we show that our automated approach that does not rely on any calibration data is still highly correlated with the cropped area seen in high-resolution imagery in eleven sites spread across India. Furthermore, these data were able to detect the association between winter irrigation and cropped area when including district fixed effects, suggesting that our remote sensing product can contribute to understanding the factors associated with variation in cropped area through time. Finally, our MSA method that scales peak EVI values was more accurate than previously used methods that only define a MODIS pixel as cropped or not cropped depending on whether it exhibits a peak in EVI phenology during the growing season (Table S3).

The accuracy of our method varied greatly based on the region under consideration suggesting some limitations of our approach. Our MSA cropped area estimates were most accurate in states like Punjab and Haryana (Table 1), where farming practices are more homogenous, a larger proportion of farms are cropped, and there are fewer sparsely-cropped pixels ([31]; Figure 3). Our MSA cropped area estimates were the least accurate in the states of West Bengal and Maharashtra (Table 1). There are several potential explanations for these discrepancies. First, there is likely a mismatch in the definition of winter crops between our cropped area algorithm and the cropped area seen in high-resolution imagery (Figures 3 and 4). Second, our MSA product performed less well in regions where pixels were more sparsely cropped, as in the case of Gujarat and Bihar (Figures 3 and 4). Our results suggest that our method may not be as accurate in regions with sparsely cropped fields, where approximately 10% or less of the MODIS pixel appears to be cropped based on high-resolution imagery. Finally, since peak EVI is influenced by yield and crop type, it is likely that our cropped area estimates performed less well and had increased error in regions that planted disparate crop types, had intercropped fields, and/or had fields with very different yields across space.

We have developed an R script that researchers can use to apply the MSA method to other areas with smallholder farms. Furthermore, in order to aid research on agricultural production at fine spatial scales in India, we are making our annual winter crop maps from 2000–2001 to 2015–2016 at 1 km² produced in this study publically available. Both the data product as well as the R script will be distributed through the NASA Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center (SEDAC) hosted by the Center for International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN) at Columbia University (http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/).

Future work should consider how other products that have high temporal frequency but at a higher spatial resolution, such as Sentinel 2 and Planet Scope [37], may be used to map smallholder agriculture. It is likely that using this higher-resolution imagery will reduce inaccuracies in cropped area estimation caused by sub-pixel heterogeneity, as the resolution of this imagery (10 m and 5 m, respectively) better matches the size of individual smallholder fields. A second limitation of our study is that we were only able to validate our cropped area estimates using high-resolution imagery in eleven locations due to the unavailability of freely-available, high-resolution imagery across India. As higher resolution imagery becomes increasingly available across space and time (e.g., at a planetary scale), it would be beneficial to further validate our cropped area products to better understand the circumstances in which it has high (e.g., homogenous fields) versus low (e.g., sparsely cropped pixels) accuracies. Future work will also examine whether similar methods can be used to map cropped area during the monsoon season, when there is less data availability due to increased cloud cover and haze and it is more challenging to distinguish between cropped area and other natural or fallow vegetation that may green up due to monsoon rains.

6. Conclusions

This study developed a new automated approach, termed MSA, to map winter cropped area of smallholder farms using MODIS EVI data. We focus only on the winter (rabi) cropping season, and not the monsoon (kharif) season, as winter cropping is the main measure of cropping intensity in this
region. While previous studies have successfully mapped cropped area of agriculture in regions with large field sizes, smallholder farms pose unique challenges given that (1) there is often a large amount of sub-pixel heterogeneity given the small field sizes and heterogeneous management across fields; (2) little to no calibration data exist to train algorithms; and (3) most smallholder farms are found in the tropics, where cloud cover may reduce image availability. This study evaluates an automated way to use satellite data to map a smallholder cropped area over large spatial and temporal scales, which is critical given that high-resolution production statistics rarely exist in smallholder systems. Our MSA method, which defines a pixel as cropped based on a hump-shaped phenology during the winter growing season and then scales the amount that this pixel is cropped between 0% and 100% based on peak EVI values, provides moderate to good accuracies when validated with high-resolution data ($R^2$ ranging from 0.19 to 0.89 with an overall $R^2$ of 0.71). Importantly, the MSA method requires no calibration data, making it easy to implement across large spatial and temporal scales. This method also results in 100% complete data coverage due to the availability of MODIS EVI data, even in years with high cloud cover. There are several limitations of our approach that should be examined in future studies. First, the accuracy of our method varied greatly based on region. Accuracies decreased when farming practices were more heterogeneous, a smaller proportion of farms were cropped, there were sparsely cropped MODIS pixels (defined as pixels that were <10% cropped), and where there was a mismatch in phenology between crops seen in high-resolution imagery and the timing used in the MSA window. Furthermore, since peak EVI is influenced by yield and crop type, it is likely that our cropped area estimates performed less well and had increased error in regions that planted disparate crop types, had intercropped fields, and/or had fields with very different yields across space. Second, our work focuses only on the winter cropping season and future work should examine whether our methods can also be applied to the monsoon season, when there is less data availability due to increased cloud cover and haze and it is more challenging to distinguish between cropped area and other natural or fallow vegetation that may green up due to monsoon rains. While we apply and evaluate the MSA only in India, we believe that this method can be used to map smallholder agriculture in other regions across the globe given that our method performed well in disparate agro-ecologies across India, which encompass a wide range in climates, crop types, crop management, and soils. In order to aid research on agricultural production at fine spatial scales in India, we are making the annual winter crop maps that we produce using the MSA from 2000–2001 to 2015–2016 at 1 km$^2$ publically available through the NASA Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center (SEDAC) hosted by the Center for International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN) at Columbia University (http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/).

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/9/6/566/s1, Table S1: Timing of inflection points associated with start of the season green up dates for each of the eleven regions for which we have high-resolution data; Table S2: Confusion Matrix of cropped versus uncropped pixels in our cropped area product and high-resolution imagery; Table S3: $R^2$ and RMSE values for eleven high-resolution validation sites when implementing the MODIS Peak method without scaling developed in previous studies; Figure S1: Available Landsat imagery from 2000–2001 to 2015–2016; Figure S2: Map of eleven high-resolution validation sites; Figure S3: Scatterplots of our MSA-derived estimates of cropped area versus high-resolution estimates of cropped area at a 1 km$^2$ across eleven validation sites.
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